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1. INTRODUCTION
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5 challenges to enhance teaching and learning for 
Generation Y:
– Creating learning environments that promote active learning, critical 
thinking, collaborative learning, and knowledge creation. 
– Developing 21st century literacy (information, digital, and visual) 
among students and faculty. 
– Reaching and engaging today's learners. 
– Encouraging faculty adoption and innovation in teaching and 
learning with IT. 
– Advancing innovation in teaching and learning with technology in an 
era of budget cuts.
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The plan for South Dakota State University embraces the pedagogical 
challenge of educating the Generation Y, 21st Century learners. The 
essential elements of the plan are:
– Create the AL Cloud that enables the active teaching-learning 
environment (wifi, classroom, devices, virtualization).
– Establish student centered, faculty engage active learning environments 
based on curricula uniqueness (4-year implementation). 
– Empower faculty through in-service programs with the insight, tools 
and savvy to adopt cutting edge discipline specific pedagogies that will 
ensure active learning environments (services through Cloud).
– Secure a sustainable resource base to implement and maintain the plan 
(funding).
– Demonstrate accountability and evaluate the plan outcome 
(assessment). 
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• College of Engineering benefiting
• Mechanical Engineering at South Dakota State University is one 
of the largest undergraduate programs on campus with around 
320 undergraduate students enrolled in 2011.
• The Comfort Enrollment of Mechanical Engineering Program is 
240, which is 80 students over the program comfort capacity. 
• In order to improve the situation and effectively use the AL 
Cloud resource, one of the strategies is to develop 
blended/hybrid course learning and delivery. 
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• Challenges for teaching ME 241: Engineering Materials:
– The topics, terminology, and even the way of thinking are new to most 
entry level students.
– A standard science/engineering approach emphasizing formulae and 
numerical calculations can leave introductory-level students without a 
grasp of the basic principles of structure/property/ processing relationships 
that are at the core of the subject.
– An understanding of many of the topics requires the visualizations of 
three-dimensional moving images or evolving processes that cannot be 
presented effectively using static illustrations.
– Students, particularly non-materials science and engineering majors, find 
a traditional lecture series that builds from electrons to atoms to crystals, 
etc., difficult to absorb.
– Students typically exit a lecture without real comprehension of what was 
presented, because they were not able to pass the information from 
working memory to long-term memory at a rate commensurate with the 
delivery rate.
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2.  MULTI-MEDIA RESOURCES
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3.  STUDENTS’ ENGAGEMENT
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Your News Board
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Your Calendar
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Your Assignments
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Your Discussion 
Forums
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Your Email Box
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4.  COURSE ASSESSMENT
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Your Quiz
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Your Test
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Your Grades
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STUDENT SURVEY SUMMARY
Survey Items
Semesters 
Fall 2008 Spring 2009 Fall 2009
Received/Sent Out Surveys 26/27 26/27 33/36
Do you have e-learning 
experience in the past?
Yes: 8 (31%)
No: 18 (69%)
Yes: 6 (23%)
No: 20 (77%)
Yes: 11(33%)
No: 22(67%)
What was the most helpful 
thing about this delivery?
Flexibility: 14
Online resource:17
Flexibility: 14
Online resource:15
Flexibility:13
Online resource:21
What was the least helpful Less f2f class & Less f2f class & Less f2f class & 
thing about this delivery? interaction:19 interaction:14 interaction:22
Others:9 Others:13 Others:11
What did you like about the Advantages of hybrid: 25 Advantages of hybrid: 25 Advantages of hybrid: 
way the course delivered? Others: 7 Others: 4 32
Others: 3
Be interested in taking other Yes: 15 (58%) Yes: 8 (31%) Yes: 16 (48%)
courses like this one? No: 3 (11%) No: 4 (15%) No: 3 (9%)
Maybe: 8 (31%) Maybe: 14 (54%) Maybe: 14 (42%)
Was it more difficult to Yes: 14 (54%) Yes: 14 (54%) Yes: 17 (52%)
achieve better grades? No: 12 (46%) No: 12 (46%) No: 16 (48%)
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• A hybrid or blended course requires careful pedagogical 
redesign, careful redesign of learning contents, learning process 
consideration, teaching methods and evaluation.
• South Dakota State University is developing an AL Cloud which 
makes blended/hybrid course redesign possible and more 
effective.
• This case study indicates that blended/hybrid learning provides a 
better ideology for the choice of learning methods when different 
e-learning tools are available for online and in-class dual 
environment.
5.  CONCLUSIONS
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